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The appearance of several startling examples of super- 20 conductivity in the past six years or so is prompting re- 21 evaluation of our thinking about the one pairing mecha- 22 nism for which there is a precise and controlled theoretical 23 foundation, to wit, phonon-mediated coupling. This 24 strong-coupling Migdal-Eliashberg (ME) theory, formal- 25 ized in detail by Scalapino et al. [1] , has had numerous suc- 26 cesses in the quantitative description of the frequency 27 dependence of the complex superconducting gap function, 28 the deviation of the critical field from its weak-coupling 29 analytic form, etc. Its implementation has not been so pre- 30 cise in predicting the critical temperature T c because the 31 retarded Coulomb repulsion l * is difficult to calculate; nev- 32 ertheless the underlying theory of T c is understood to be in 33 good shape. 34 So a question arises: when we have a material-specific, 35 quantitative theory that works, why is it that we are nearly 36 always surprised by the most interesting new cases of 37 ''unusually high T c superconductivity'' (UHTS), which 38 here we will consider to be around 20 K or higher. (The   39 high T c cuprates, the real HTS materials, are a separate 40 class and will not be considered here.) In this paper, we 41 will attempt to clarify issues that are involved in several 42 ;of these UHTS materials, and to illuminate some of 43 issues in the understanding of the ME theory. The aim of 44 this paper is to provide a generalized conceptualization of 45 some of the new surprises. The aim is not, unfortunately, 46 to predict the next breakthrough, as the title mislead- 47 ingly implies, although a provocative limit will be 48 mentioned. 49 One relevant system that will not be addressed here is 50 the fulleride superconductors A x C 60 , with values of T c up 51 to 40 K being achieved [2] . There is an enormous literature 52 on this system, with many of the important papers being 53 cited in a recent review [3] . It is rather unfortunate that 54 we do not have the space-time nor the energy to include 55 fullerides, as some of its important characteristics overlap 56 strongly with those we discuss here. There are however cor-57 relation effects that complicate the theoretical description, 58 and therefore the comparison, with materials discussed 59 here, and it would not be prudent to draw parallels or con-60 trasts in this paper. 73 and the structural and electronic simplicity allowed many 74 groups to dive into study of the mechanism. The under- 75 standing of the mechanism arose quickly [7-13,15,14,16] 76 and is in reasonable quantitative agreement with data. 77 The truly remarkable aspect of this Queen of superconduc-78 tivity's personality traits is her complete and utter scorn for 79 the conventional wisdom of phonon-coupled superconduc-80 tivity (''Matthias's rules''). The Kohn anomaly at Q = 2k F is like the one in MgB 2 but more extreme. It is also a sharper drop at 2k F than published results for MgB 2 because the phonons were calculated on a denser mesh. The relation to the model calculation in Fig. 2 is clear. The top panel of Fig. 3 shows, in addition to the trivial 311 but instructive behavior of k(k 0 ), the variation of T c as d 
Outstanding puzzles in EP superconductivity
454
In this section, we mention additional UHTS materials 455 with T c $ 20 K or higher whose origin is unexplained. phase space factor n(Q) discussed above for MgB 2 ; the 491 intra-and inter-sheet matrix elements may differ, however.
492
The point is that, whereas MgB 2 with its two Fermi sur- for the specific Q point, while k is a sum over all Q.
638
Whereas increasing coupling strength in a given region 639 Q < 2k F reaches its limit (structural instability) in the way will invalidate the present considerations. 
